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PREFACE
This report describes the status of work being performed on a Novel
Approach in Formulation of Special Transition Elements research, (Grant NAG 3-
790). The research is being monitored by Dr. C.C. Chamls of the NASA Lewis
Research Center. The graduate research assistants for this term were Mr. O.
Odabas and Mr. M. Yahiaoul. Mr. Odabas and Mr. Yahlaoui, for whom I am the




The objective of this research program is in the development of more
accurate and efficient advanced methods for solution of singular problems encoun-
tered in various branches of mechanics. The research program can be categorized
under three levels. First two levels involve with the formulation of new class
of elements called "Mesh Interface Elements" (MIE) to connect meshes of tradi-
tional elements either in three dimensions or in three and two dimensions. The
finite element formulations are based on the boolean sum and blending operators.
This report describes the results obtained from the first two levels of the pro-
gram. It may be noted that, at present, the second level of the program is
being conducted under NAG 3-790.
In today's advanced aircraft and space structure applications, steep tem-
perature and/or stress _radlents are commonly encountered. The analysis methods
need to incorporate these steep gradients into the solution efficiently and
accurately. Mesh Interface Elements are being formulated and tested in this
research to account for the steep gradient effects. At present, the heat trans-
fer and structural analysis problems are being formulated from uncoupled theory
point of view.
The status report, first, summarizes the general formulation for heat
transfer and structural analysis by including the newly Introduced varying
material properties at material nodal points of the elements concept. Then the
formulation of mesh interface elements are detailed. On the computational
efficiency side, a hidden-symbolic computation concept developed by the author
is given. Verification examples are inclu6ed from heat transfer and structural
analysis problems. Appendix includes listings of the computer modules that are
developed for this purpose.
II. FINITE ELEMENT FORMULATION FOR HEAT TRANSFER AND STRUCTURAL ANALYSIS
Thermal effects induced by aerodynamic heating on advanced aircraft and
spacecraft systems of current technology requires special analysis procedures
in order to design these structural components to fulfill the specific mission
requirements. The steep temperature and/or stress gradients and unusual advanced
geometry and material concepts are being major items to deal with. In this
research, the steep gradients problems are tackled by utilizing the Mesh Inter-
face Elements and variable material properties at material nodal points elements
concept.
II.a. Heat Transfer Analysis
The heat conduction equation in three dimension is
pCp aT -__ [k= aT +k_ aT + k_, aT ] + __ [k._9_+ k_ aT + _, aT]
at ax 8x ay az ay ax ay 8z
+ ___ [kzx aT + kzy aT + k22 @T ] + f
az ax 8y az
where p is the mass density of the material, Cp is the heat capacity, T is the
absolute temperature, kxx .... k22 are the heat conduction coefficients and f is the
heat source term.
The equation will be solved subjected to the boundary conditions in terms
of prescribed either the temperature and/or temperature gradients.
For homogeneous anisotropic solids the equation becomes
pCp aT - kxx a2T + k_ a2T + k22 _ + (k_ + k_) 02T + (k_, + k_) OZT
at ax 2 8y 2 az 2 axay ayaz
+ (_v + kzx OZT ) + f
azax
in case of isotroplc material we have
pCp T - k (a2T + aZT + _2T ) + f
8x 2 ay 2 az 2




8x z ay z 8z 2
By utilizing the method of weighted residual on the heat conduction equation,
we obtain
aT
) dV + _WfdV - 0
where W is the weighting function and T is the approximated temperature field
and V is the volume of the structure. By utilizing the Green-Gauss theorem on
the first term of the equation above, we obtain
;K. W. T dV- ;W. fdV + ;n.k. TdS
v V •
where S is the surface of the domain.
The discretlzed equations for NE number of subdomalns may be given as
_ M
where V• and S, are the element volume and surface mean, respectively.
By utilizing the shape functions used in approximating the temperature
field to be the weighting functions, we achieve Galerlln type formulation. At
an element level the equations are
[K_]"{T}" - {Q}'+ {Q,,,}"
where [Kc]" is the finite element conduction matrix, {Q)" is the finite element
load vector and {Q,}" is the heat source vector.
It may be noted that material properties are assumed known at material
nodal points within an element as it is detailed in the following section.
The present numerical applications deal with the steady state equations
and isotroplc material behavior for the time being.
ll.b. Structural Analysis
The principle of virtual work will be employed,
N
;(66)TadV - I(6A)TbdV + _(6A)Tsds + Z (6A)TPI
v i-I
where (66) T is the virtual strain vector, (6A) T is the virtual displacement
vector, b is the body force vector and s is the prescribed surface tractions
vector and Pi indicate the point loads.
For an anisotropic material by utilizing the generalized Hooke's law the




However, by discretizing the region to be analyzed into an NE number of




where V e and Se denote the volume and the boundary surface of the element.
The field variable A, displacement field, will be approximated in terms
of the nodal displacements times the shape functlons. In addition, the material
propertles are assumed to be known at "material nodal points," NM as introduced
in this research, hence, we have
NM
A - Y. NMATi.A l
l,,1
where NMAT i are the "material shape functions." It may be noted that it is
possible to use material shape functions to be the same as the field variable
shape functions. This approach, newly introduced here, will increase solution
efficiency for problems involving large gradients.
A summary of the equations takes the form of
M._ + K.A - P
It may be noted that unlike the traditional formulations, in calculation of the
stiffness and mass matrix material properties are considered to be known at
material nodal points. Therefore, the stiffness matrix, for example, will be
calculated as
K" - _ BT (_ NMATI.AI).B dV
vc 1"1
Application problems include three-dimensional mesh Interface elements
under different loading conditions. The results obtained from test examples
ar_ reported in numerical examples section.
III. FORMULATION OF MESH INTERFACE ELEMENTS
lll.a. General Concepts on Element Formulation
Formulation of the "Mesh Interface Elements" (MIE) are based on the boolean
sum. In dealing with analysis aspects in three dimensions, it is known that the
higher order elements are too costly to use throughout the domain. It may be
noted that, we need these higher order elements only at certain local areas of
the domain. The rest of the domain can be modeled by utilizing lower order
elements. In this research, a series of Mesh Interface Elements are being
developed to connect meshes of different types of elements.
The boolean summation in three dimensions is given as
P[F] ,, Pz_)(P,OPt) [F]
where Pr, P, and Pt are" the projector operators, and F is the field variable.
The boolean summation yields with an approximation on the field variable F so
that along the boundaries of the domain the continuity requirements are met in
an exact manner.
lll.b. Three-Dimenslonal Mesh Interface Elements
In order to demonstrate the power of new Mesh Interface Elements, the most
commonly used three-dimenslonal element meshes are considered. 'These are the
meshes of 8-noded and 20-noded elements. A three-dlmensional Mesh Interface







Figure i. Three-Dimenslonal 12-noded Mesh Interface Element
(12-MIE)
The formulation domain is [0,I] x [0,I] x [0,I]. This element will connect
to an 8-noded solid element from (r,o,t) surface and to a 20-noded solid element
from (r,l,t) surface. In addltion, the field variable for this research, either
the temperature field or the displacement field, Is required to be continuous
on the boundary surfaces of the element.
In order to construct the element to meet the constraints above, the
projector operators become,
P_[F] - rF(l,s,t) + (l-r)F(o,s,t)
P,[F] - sF(r,l,t) + (l-s)F(r,o,t)
Pt[F] - tF(r,s,l) + (l-t)F(r,s,o)
8
The boolean sum then takes the form of
P[F] - (Pr + P, + Pt " Pr P, " PsPt " PrPt + PrP'Pt )[F]
Now, by selecting the surface interpolation functions, F(l,s,t)... F(r,s,o)
to satisfy the continuity requirements we obtain the approximation function as
or
F =, l_ = P[F]
]_ . (r-rs)(l-t)F I + (2rst 2 - 2r2st + 2r2s - rst - rs)F 2
+ (-2rst 2 - 2r2st + 2r2s + 2st 2 + 5rst - 3st - 3rs + s)F 3
+ (l-s-r+rs)(l-t)F 7 + (rt-rst)F 5 + (2rst 2 + 2sr2t - 3rst)F s
+ (2r2st - 2rst 2 + 2st 2 - rst - st)F 7 + (t-rt)(l-s)F s
+ (4rs-4sr2)(l-t)F9 + (4rst-4rst2)F10 + (s-rs)(4+-4tZ)F11
+ (4rst-4r2st)F12
where F I .... F12 are the nodal values of the field variable.
The material properties are considered to be known at nodal points of the
element and
[A] - Z NMATIA i
I-1
where NMAT i are the material shape functions.
The stiffness matrix is obtained and computer modules are included in the
Appendix.
This element is tested for both heat transfer and structural analysis
applications and performs well as a Mesh Interface Element.
9
III.b.2 Three-Two Dimensional Mesh Interface Elements
These elements are at present being tested and the results, together with




Mesh Interface Elements are coded to solve heat transfer and structural
!
analysis problems. Listing of these computer modules are included in the
Appendix.
IV.a. Description of Computer Modules
ELF/_ Constructs the element stiffness matrix for 8-, 12- and 20-noded
three-dimenslonal elements.
ELEM08 Calculates the derivatives of the shape functions of the 8-noded
element.
ELEMI2 Calculates the derivatives of the shape functions of the 12-noded
mesh interface element.




Calculates the shape functions of the 8-noded element.
Calculates the shape functions of the 12-noded mesh interface
element.
SHAP20 Calculates the shape functions of the 20-noded element.
6 "7 g
' , . d' '__'
J
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Figure 2. Element Numbering Scheme For Three-Dimensional Elements
II
In addition to the modules given on the previous page, a general purpose
assembly module is structured in order to include two- and three-dlmenslonal
elements together with the mesh interface elements. Further, a "hidden symbolic
computation" scheme is developed in order to compute the integrals, resulting
from the element formulations, exactly. A library of these modules are:







Integrates a given polynomial
Evaluates an integral at its upper and lower limits
It may be noted that the hidden symbolic computation scheme works well
except that it is a bit time consuming at this stage to convert everything in
this form.
At present, due to the time limitations, and also due to the ma_or
objectives of the research being rather different from the hldden-symbollc







List of Input Variables
Number of nodes
Number of elements
Number of boundary surfaces
x,y,z coordinates of the Ith node
Element type for the Ith element
(NCONEC(I,J), J-2, NCONEC(I,I)+I): Nodal connectlvities
12
FORCE (I): Element forces
NBKIND(I,I), NBKIND(I,2), NBKIND(I,3): Surface number, number of nodes,




Figure 3. Surface Number for Three-Dimensional Elements
CBOUN (I,i), CBOUNI(I,2), CBOUN (I,3): Prescribed heat flux convection
coefficient outside temperature
COEF: Conduction coefficient
NTEMP: Number of nodes with prescribed temperatures
ITEMP, TEMP(ITEMP): Node number, corresponding temperature
IV.c. Computational Considerations
The computations are being performed on a VAX 11/780 computer. Larger
scale applications will be solved at NASA Lewis Cray-XMP. It may be noted that
since Cray uses the VAX 11/780 type computers as a front end, Cray runs will be
performed readily.
18
V. Numerical Verifications and Concluding Remarks
Mesh Interface Elements are being tested and the results obtained from
three-dlmenslonal mesh interface elements are included in this section.
Numerical examples include heat transfer and structural analysis problems by
using different mesh sizes and different element types. It may be noted that
very good results are obtained when a mesh interface element is used to connect
different element meshes together.
In concluding, the research will continue as it is given in the proposal.
On the computational side, at this time, we need to utilize the Cray computer
at NASA Lewis Research Center.
14
V.a. Heat Transfer Applications
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Mesh IV. 8-noded/8- noded/8 - noded
Results from each mesh types given in terms of temperature distributions
and also _ error as compared to the analytical values. Mesh interface element
performs well as it is seen from the nodal temperatures.
17
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FINITE ELEMENT MESHES FOR ERROR ANALYSES I.
Mesh I.
I







8 12-noded elements (max error -"-0.0475)
Mesh III. 64 12-noded elements (max error - -0.0119)
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Boundary Conditions
T lx.0 - 3y 2 + 4z 2




Tlz=o - 2xZ + 4zz
T[z. o - 2x z + 3y 2 a'rl - 8
az I ,-I
VZT- 18 - 0
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FINITE ELEMENT MESHES FOR ERROR ANALYSES II.
Mesh I. 1 12-noded element (max error - 0.983)
Mesh II.
I







8 12-noded elements (max error - 0.2733)
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V.b. Structural Analysis Applications
DISPLACEMENT ANALYSIS (END LOADING)





at x-O built-in end
at all points w is prescribed
The problem is solved by using different finite element mesh types.
Results obtained demonstrate the power of the mesh interface elements.
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FINITE ELEMENT MESHES FOR END LOADING PROBLEM
z_
z ..._ /, _,4
19
Mesh I. 3 12-noded elements
iL.' " " _'- _
_9
Mesh II. 3 20-noded elements
.... f ....
L_
Mesh llI. 3 8-noded elements
/
Mesh IV. 8-noded/12-noded/20-noded elements
36
TEST CASE: REAM 3 e/l_/2o -ELEM __lr,$t4 t'J'_
1 0
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16 IO 14 12
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17 28 20 16 10 22 2b 14
18 24 19 12
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10 1. 0.0 0..5
11 2. 0.0 1.0
12 2. 0.5 1.0
13 ;.. 1.0 1.0
14 2. 1.0 0.5
I`5 :. 1.0 0.0
16 2. 0.5 0.0
17 ._. 0.0 0.0
18 -% 0.0 1.0
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22 _. 0.0 0.5
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DISPLACEMENT ANALYSIS (AXIAL LOAD)
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DISPLACEMENTANALYSIS (AXIAL LOAD)
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IMPLIC IT REAL*8(A-H, O-Z)
REAL*8 LU
DIMENSION COOR (200, 3), NCONEC (20, 21 ), NBOUN( 100, 8), NBKIND( 100, 3)
DIMENSION CBOUN( 100, 3), gSTIF(200, 200), GLOAD(200), GTEHP (200)
DIMENSION STIF(20, 20), ELOAD(B), ESTIF(B, B), TEMP (200)
DIMENSION INDEXR(200), LU(200, 200), W(6), Z(6), SHAP(200)
DIHENS ION TEHPAN(200), C(200), FORCE (20), BLOAD(20)
NI= Max number oF nodes
N2= Max number oF boundarv surfaces
N3= Max number oF nodes in ang element
N4= Max number oF elements
'in this c a s • N3=20 '
DATA N1, N2, N3, N41200, 100, 20,201
DATA (W(M), M=l, 3) I. 88888888888889, .55555555555556, . 55555555555556/




( W(M), M=I, 6)/. 467913934572691,. 467913934572691,





(Z (M), M=-I, 6)/. 238619186083197, -. 238619186083197,
• 661209386466265,-. 661209386466265,
.932469514203152, -. 9324695142031 52/
DATA PENALT/IO0000000000000000000000000000000. /
OPEN ( UNIT=l, F ILE= 'ONUR. DAT ',STATUS='OLD', READONLY )
OPEN ( UNIT=2, FILE= 'ONUR. OUT ', STATUS= 'NEW ' )





DO 10 I=1, NNODES
READ(1,*) COOR(I,1),COOR(I, 2), COOR( I, 3)
10 CONTINUE
READ CONNECTIVITIES















































Sur#ace number, node numbe_,element number




DO 30 I=1, NBOUND





DO 40 I=1, NBOUND
READ (1,*) CBOUN(I, 1),CBOUN(I,2),CBOUN(I,3)
40 CONTINUE
p
READ THE CONDUCTION COEFFICIENT OF THE DOMAIN
READ(I,*) COEF
PRESPECIFIED NODAL TEMPERATURES
DO 43 I=t, N1
TEMP(I)=O. DO
43 CONTINUE
* NTEMP= Number o_ nodes uhere temperature is already specified








DO 45 I=I, NTEMP
READ( 1, *) ITEMP, TEHP ( I TEMP )






READ(I,*) C1, C2, C3, C4, C5, C6, C7
C!! !!!!.'!!!! !!!! !!!! !!!! !!!! !!!! !!!!!!..'! !!!! !!'! !!!! _!I!
C
DO 46 I=I, NNODES
TEMPAN(1)=Ci+ COOR(I, 1)*(C2+CS*COOR(I, 1))
> + COOR (I,2) *(C3+C6*COOR (I, 2 ))
> + COOR(I,3)*(C4+C7*COOR (I, 3) )
46 CONTINUE































CALCULATE THE GLOBAL STIFFNESS HATRIX
DO 100 I_'1,NELEM
CALL ELEM(COOR, NCONEC, STIF0 COEF, I, N1, N2, N3, N4, W, Z, BLOAD,
:> FORCE, SHAP )
DO bO U=I,NCONEC(I, 1)
IY=NCONEC (I, d+l )
gLOAD (IY) =gLOAD (IY )+BLOAD (J)
DO 59 K=I, NCONEC(I, 1)
IX=NCONEC (I, ½+1)














CALL BOUNDR tO. DO, COOR, NBOUN, NCONEC, ELOAD, IELEM, INODE, I,














IF(N. EQ. 2) CALL BOUNDR(1. DO, COOR, NBOUN,
> W, Z, N1, N2, N3, N4,
IF(N. EG. 3) CALL BOUNDS(O. DO, COOR, NBOUN,
> W, Z, N1, N2, N3, N4,
IF(N. EQ. 4) CALL BOUNDS(1. DO, CDOR, NBOUN,
> W, Z, N1, N2, N3, N4,
IF(N. EQ. 5) CALL BOUNDT(O. DO, COOR, NBOUN,
> W, Z, NI, N2, N3, N4,
IF (N. E(}. 6) CALL BOUNDT (1. DO, COOR, NBOUN,
> W, Z, N1, N2, N3, N4,
NCONEC, ELOAD, IELEH, INODE, I,
SHAP, ESTIF)
NCONEC, ELOAD, IELEH, INODE, I,
SHAP, ESTIF)
NCONEC, ELOAD, IELEH, INODE, I,
SHAP, ESTIF)
NCONEC, ELOAD, IELEH, INODE, I,
SHAP, ESTIF)
NCONEC, ELOAD, IELEH, INODE, I,
SHAP, ESTIF)
DO 105 _1, INODE
LL=NBOUN ( I, d)
gLOAD (LL) =gLOAD(LL)+(CBOUN(I, 1)+CBOUN (I, 2)4_CBOUN( I, 3) )*ELOAD(J)
DO 105 K=I, INODE
LK=NBOUN (I, K)
QSTIF (LL, LK)=QSTIF(LL, LK)+CBOUN( I, 2)tESTIF(J, K)
105 CONTINUE
110 CONTINUE
CALL DECOMP (NNODES, 6"STIF, LU, INDEXR, N1 )
CALL SOLVE (NNODES, LU, ¢LOAD, QTEHP, INDEXR, N1 )






WRITE(2, 1000) K, gTEMP(K),TEMPAN(K),C(K)
ELSE





999 FORHAT('I',//,2X, ' NODE 'o 5X, ' NUMERICAL "oSX,
_>" ANALYTICAL ",SX, " ERROR ",SX, " X ERROR ",/,2X,
> ' ", 5X, " ......... ', 5X,
>" ......... ",5X, " ...... ',SX, " ...... "'o//J
1000 FORMAT (3X, I3,6X, D12. 5, SX, D12. 5,4X,F9.4, SX, ' _**')
1001 FORMAT (3X, 13,6X, D12. 5, SX, D12. 5,4X, F9.4°5X, Fg. 4, ' _')
C









C %% % %%%% %%%% %%% % % %%% %%%% %%%% %7.%%%%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% ;,.%%%%%% %%%% %%%% %%%%
C
SUBROUTINE ELEM(COOR, NCONEC, STIF, COB:, IdK, Nlo N2, N3, N4, W,'Z°









DIMENSION S,J(3, 3), I_(3, 3), ST(3, 20), NCONEC (N4, N3+1 )
DIMENSION BLOAD(20 ), FORCE(N4), SHAP (N1)
C#############################
D IHENS ION TRAN (3, 3 )






DO 20 I=I, NCONEC(IJK, 1)
BLOAD(I) =0. DO




C ### # ### #### ### ##### #### #### #### ############ ###
CALL TRANS (IJK, N1, N3, N4, COOR° NCONEC0 TRAN)












R=O. 5D0-(1. DO+Z(I) )
DO 900 ,.;=1,6
S=O. 5DO*< 1. DO+Z (J))
DO 800 K'-I, 6
T=O. 5DO*( 1. DO+Z (K))
IF (NCONEC ( YdK, 1 ). E(}. 8)
IF (NCONEC( 1,3K, 1). EG. 12)
IF(NCONEC( Idl,_, 1). EG. 20)
CALL ELEMOS(R, S, T, SHAPE)
CALL ELEH12(Ro S,T, SHAPE)
CALL ELEH20(R, S, T, SHAPE)
IF(FORCE(IJK). EO.O. DO) gOTO 29
NC=NCONEC (IJK, I)
IF(NC. EG. 8) CALL SHAPOS(R, S, T, NCONEC, SHAP,N1, N3, N4, IJK)
IF (NC. EG. 12) CALL SHAP12(R, S, T, NCONEC, SHAP° N1, N3, N4, IdK)
IF (NC. EQ. 20) CALL SHAP20(R, So T, NCONEC, SHAP, N1, N3, N4, IdK)
29 DO 30 II=1,3
DO 30 dd=l,3
SJ(I I, dd)=O. DO
DO 30 KK=I,NCONEC(IJK, I)
IA=NCONEC (IJK, K;_+1 )





C### ######## #### ################ ##########
C
DET---'S,J (I, 1 )*(SJ(2, 2)*SJ(3, 3)-Sd(3, 2)*SJ(2, 3))
DET=DET+SJ (1, 3)*(SJ(2, 1)*SJ(3, 2)-SJ(3, 1)*SJ(2o ;2))





DJ (1, 1 )=(SJ(2, 2)*SJ(3, 3)-SJ(3, 2)*SJ(2o 3))/DET
DJ(2, 2)=(Sd(1, 1)*SJ(3, 3)-SJ(3, 1)*SJ(1, 3))/DET
DJ(3, 3)=(SJ(1, I)*SJ(2, 2)-SJ(1, 2)*SJ(2, 1))/DET
Dd(1, 2)=(SJ(3o 2)*SJ(1, 3)-SJ(1, 2)*SJ(3, 3))/DET
DJ(1, 3)=(SJ(1, 2)*SJ(2, 3)-SJ(2. 2)*SJ(1, 3))/DET
DJ(2, 1 )=(SJ(3, 1)*SJ(2, 3)-SJ(2, 1)*SJ(3.3))/DET
DJ(2, 3)=(SJ(2, 1)*SJ(1, 3)-SJ(1, I)*SJ(2, 3))/DE'T
DJ(3, 1 )=(SJ(2, 1)*SJ(3, 2)-SJ(3, 1)*SJ(2o 2))/DET
DJ(3, 2)=(SJ(3, 1)*SJ(I, 2)-SJ(1, 1)*SJ(3, _2))/DET
DO 40 III=1,3
DO 40 JJJ= I,NCONEC (IJK, 1 )
ST(I II, dJJ)=O. DO
DO 40 KKK=I,3







DO 50 II=I,NCONEC(IdK, 1)
IR Z--NCONEC (IdK, 11+1 )
BLOAD (11 )=BLOAD (I 1 )+W( I)*W (J)*W(K)*FORCE( IJK)*SHAP (IRZ )*
> DET/8. DO
DO 50 J1=1, NCONEC( IJK, I)
ALPHA=O. DO
DO 60 K1=1,3
ALPHA=ALPHA+ST(K1, 11 )*ST (KI, J1)
60 CONTINUE
ALP HA=ALPHA_COEF*DET/8. DO












C%%% %%% %% 7.%7.%7.%%%7.%7.7.%%% 7.7.%%%7.%7.7.7.7.7.%7.Y.%7.7.%7.7.7.7.7.7.7.%7.7.7.%%7.7.7.%7.%% %7.%7.
C
SUBROUTINE BOUNDR (R, COOR, NBOUN, NCONEC, ELOAD, IJK, INODE, IB,












DO 10 I=1, 8
ELOAD( I)=0. DO
DO 10 I1=1,8
ESTIF(I, 1 1 )=0. DO
10 CONTINUE
C
C### #### #### #### #### #### #### #### #### ###########
CALL TRANS ( IUK, N1, N3, N4, COOR, NCONEC, TRAN)








DO 50 d= 1,6
S=O. 5D0-(1. DO+Z (d))
DO 40 K= 1,6
T=O. 5D0-(1. DO+Z (K))
IF (H1. EG. 8)CALL SHAPOS(Ro S, T, NCONEC, SHAP, N1, N3, N4, IdK)
IF (H1. E(}. 8 )CALL ELEH08 (R, S, To SHAPE )
IF (H1. EG. 12)CALL SHAP12(R, S, T, NCONEC, SHAP, N1, N3, N4, I,JK)
IF(M1. EG. 12)CALL ELEH12(R,S, ToSHAPE)
IF (M1. EG. 20)CALL SHAP20(R, S, T, NCONEC, SHAP, N1, N3, N4, IJK)
IF (M1. EG. 20)CALL ELEH20(R, S, T, SHAPE)
DO 20 II=1o3
DO 20 dd==10 3
Sd (II, dd )=0. DO
DO 20 KK=I, M1
IA=NCONEC (IUK, KK+I )
SJ( II° dd)=Sd(II, dU)+SHAPE(II, K_)*COOR(IA, dd)
20 CONTINUE










DET=(SJ(2, 2)*Sd(3, 3)-SU(3, 2)*SJ(2, :3) )
DO 30 I=1, INODE
NIJ=NBOUN(IB, I)
ELOAD ( I ) =ELOAD ( I ) +SHAP ( NIJ ) *DET*W ( d ) *W ( K )/4.
DO 30 L=I, INODE
NIK=NBOUN( IB, L)










C%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%%%%_.%%%X% %%_.% %%%X _.%%%%%%%%%%%%%%X
C
SUBROUTINE BOUNDS(S, COOR, NBOUN, NCONECo ELOADo IJK, INODE, IB,




DIMENSION S,J(3, 3), SHAP (N1) o NBOUN(N2, 8), NCONEC (N4o N3+1 )
DIMENSION ELOAD(B),ESTIF(8,8)
C####### #### #### ############ #### ###
D IMENS ION TRAN (3, 3 )










CALL TRANS (IJK, N1, N3, N4, COOR, NCONEC, TRAN)






DO. 5O ,J= 1,6
R=O. 5D0-(1: DO+Z(J) )








T=O. 5D0-(1. DO+Z(K) )
EG. 8)CALL SHAP08 (R, S, T, NCONECo SHAPo N1, N3, N4, I,JK)
EG. 8)CALL ELEMOS(R, S, T, SHAPE)
IF(M1. EG. 12)CALL SHAP12(R, So T, NCONEC, SHAPo N1, N3, N4, IUK)
IF(M1. EG. 12)CALL ELEH12(R, S,T, SHAPE)
IF(M1. EQ. 20)CALL SHAP20(R, S, T, NCONEC, SHAP, N1, N3oN4, IdK)
IF (M1. EG. 20)CALL ELEH20(R, S, T, SHAPE)
DO 20 11=1o3
DO 20 U,J=I° 3
SJ ( I I, d,J ) =0. DO
DO 20 KK=I,M1
IA=NCONEC ( I JK° KK+I )

















DET=-S,J( 1,3)*SJ(3, 1)+S,J(I, 1)*S_(3, 3)
DO 30 I=1o INODE
NIJ=NBOUN( IB, I )
ELOAD( I )'ELOAD ( I )+SHAP (NIJ)*I_'T*W(J)*W(K) 14. DO
DO 30 L-l, INODE
NIK=NBOUN( IB, L)







C%% % %%% % %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %X%_ %%%7.%%_.%%Y.Y.% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%%
C
SUBROUTINE BOUNDT(T0 COOR0 NBOUN° NCONEC0 ELOAD0IdK, INODE, IB°
> W, Z, N1, N2, N3, N4, SHAP, ESTIF)
C
IHPLICIT REAL*8(A-H, O-Z)
DIMENSION COOR (N1, 3), W(&), Z(b), SHAPE(3, 20)
DIHENSION S,J(3, 3), SHAP (N1), NBOUN(N2, 8), NCONEC (N4, N3+1 )
DIHENSION ELOAD(G),ESTIF(8,8)
C## # #### ##-If##### #### #### #### #####
DI MENS ION TRAN (3, 3 )
C########_###-_# #### #############
C
MI=NCONEC ( IdK° 1)
DO 10 I=1,8
ELOAD( I )=0. DO
DO 10 I1=1°8
ESTIF( I° 11 )=0. DO
10 CONTINUE
C
C### #### #### ######## ###########################









DO 5O d= 1,6
R=O. 5D0-(1. DO+Z(J) )
DO 40 K= 1, &
S=O. 5D0-(1. DO+Z(K) )
IF.(M1. EO. 8)CALL SHAPOS(R, S, T, NCONEC, SHAP, N1,N3, N4, I,JK)
IF(M1. E{}. G)CALL ELEHOG(R, S, T, SHAPE)
IF (H1. EO. 12)CALL SHAP12(R, S, T, NCONECo SHAP, N1, N3, N4, IJK )
IF(H1. EO. 12)CALL ELEH12(R, SJT, SHAPE)
52
CIF (M1. EQ. 20)CALL SHAP20(R, S, T, NCONEC, SHAP, NI, N3, N4, IJK)
IF(M1. EQ. 20)CALL ELEH20(R, S, T° SHAPE)
DO 20 II=1,3
DO 20 rid=l, 3
SJ( I I, dd)--O. DO
DO 20 KK=l, M1
IA=NCONEC (IdK, KK+l )
SU( I I,UU)=SJ(II, UU)+SHAPE(II, KK)*COOR(IA, rid)
20 CONTINUE
C













DO 30 I=1° INODE
NIJ=NBOUN(IB, I)
DO
ELOAD( I )=ELOAD (I )+SHAP (NIJ)*DET*W(J)*W(K)/4. IX)
30 L=I° INODE
NIK=N'BOUN (IB, L)








C%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%Z% %%%% %%Y.%%%%% Z%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%
C










This routine implements the gaussian Forward elimination
algorithm to Find the LU decomposition oF the N bg N matrix









IX] 4 d=1, N
LU( Io J)--A(I, J)
IF( DABS (LU( I, J) )
4 CONTINUE
.CT. SCALEF(I ) )
53
















IF (SCALEF(I). NE. O. DO) QO TO 5





DO 50 K=I, NMI
BIg=DAB S (LU (K, K )/SCALEF (K))
I B I g=K
KPI=K+I
DO 10 IR=KP1, N
IF(DABS(LU( IR, K)/SCALE]='( IR; ). LE. BI@)





IF(GIG. OT. PTOL) ¢OTO 12
WRITE(2,*) 'SHALL PIVOT'
RETURN
IF(IBIO. EQ.K) ¢OTO 16
ISAVE=I NDEXR (K)
INDEXR ( K)=I NDEXR ( IB Ig)
INDEXR ( IBIO )=ISAVE
SAVE=SC ALEF (K)
SCALEF ( K )=S CALEF ( I B I ¢)
SCALEF (IBlg )=SAVE
15
DO 15 d=l, N
SAVE=LU( IBIO, J)
LU( IBIO, J)=LU(K, J)
LU(K, d) =SAVE
CONTINUE
16 DO 30 I=KPloN
IF(LU(IoK).EQ.O. DO) QO TO 30
LU( I, K)=LU(I, K)/LU(K, K)
DO 20 J=KP1, N



































SUBROUTINE SOLVE(N, LU, B, X, INDEXR, NN)
This routine solves the linear equations with r_ghi-hand
side vector B using the LU decomposition matrices alrtadg
computed by routine decomp. The @inal solution is stored
in X array.







DO 3 I=2, N
IMI=I-I
DO 2 d=l, IMI
X(1)=X(I )-LU (I, J)*X(J)
2 CONTINUE
3 CONTINUE
X (N)=X (N)/LU(N, N)
DO 5 I I=1, NM1
I=N-I I
IPI=I+I







%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%%%%X% %%%% %%_.%%%%% X%%% %%%% %%%% %%
SUBROUTINE ELEMO8(R, S, T, SHAPE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION SHAPE(3,20)
SHAPE( 1, 1)=(1. DO-S)*(1. DO-T)
SHAPE(1,2) =S*( 1. DO-T)
SHAPE(1,3) =S*(T-1. DO)
SHAPE( 1, 4)=(S-1. DO)*(1. I_9-T)
SHAPE( 1o 5)=( 1. DO-S)*T
SHAPE ( 1, & ) =S*T
SHAPE(1,7) =-1. DO*S*T
SHAPE( i, 8) =(S-I. DO)*T
SHAPE(2, 1 )=R*(T-1. DO)














SHAPE( =%3)=(1. DO-R )*( 1. DO-T)
SHAPE ( 2, 4 ) = (R- 1. DO )*( 1. DO-T)
SHAPE( 2, 5) =-1. DO*R*T
SHAPE ( 2, 6 ) =R*T
SHAPE ( 2, 7 ) = ( 1. DO-R ) *T
SHAPE (2, 8) =(R-1. DO)*T
SHAPE(3, 1)=R*(S-1. DO)
SHAPE ( 3, 2) =-1. DO*R*S
SHAPE( 3, 3) = (R-I. DO)*S
SHAPE( 3, 4)=(R-1. DO)*( 1. DO-S)
SHAPE ( 3, 5 ) =R* ( 1. DO-S)
SHAPE ( 3, 6 ) =R*S
SHAPE ( 3, 7) = ( 1. DO-R ) *S




SUI]ROUTINE ELEM12(Ro S, To SHAPE)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION SHAPE(3,20)
SHAPE( 1, 1)=(1. DO-S)*(1. DO-T)
SHAPE ( 1,2 ) =S* ( 2. DO*T-T-4. DO*R-T+4. DO*R-T-1. DO)
SHAPE ( 1, 3 ) =S* ( -2. DO*T-T-4. DO*R.T+4. DO*R+5. DO*T-3. DO)
SHAPE( 1,4)=(S-1. DO)*( 1. DO-T)
SHAPE( 1, 5)=(1. DO-S)*T







1,7 ) =S* ( 4. DO*R-T-2. DO*T-T-T)
1, 8) =(S-1. DO)*T
1,9) =(4. DO-8. DO*R)*S*(1. DO-T)
1, 10)=S.4. DO*T*( 1. DO-T)
1, 11 )=S-4. DO*T*(T-1. DO)
1, 12)=(4. DO-8. DO*R)*S*T
SHAPE(2, 1 ) =R*(T-1. DO)
SHAPE (2, 2)=2. DO*R-T-T-2. DO*R-R-T+2. DO*R*R-R*T-R
SHAPE ( 2, 3 ) =2. DO* (R*R+T*T-R*T*T-R*R*T) + 5. DO*R*T
> -3. DO*T-3. DO*R+1. DO
SHAPE(2, 4) =(R-1. DO)*( 1. DO-T)
SHAPE( 2, 5) =-1. DO*R*T
SHAPE (2, 6 )=2. DO*R-T-T+2. DO*R-R-T-3. DO*R*T
SHAPE( 2° 7 )=2. DO*R-R-T-2. DO*R-T-T+2. DO*T-T-R-T- T
SHAPE(:>, 8)=(R-1. DO)*T
SHAPE(2, 9) =4. DO*R*(1. DO-R)*(1. DO-T)
SHAPE (2, 10)=R-4. DO*T*( 1.DO-T)
SHAPE( 2, 11 )=(1. DO-R)*4. DO*T*( 1. DO-T)
SHAPE(2o 12)=4. DO*R*(I. I)O-R )*T
SHAPE(3, 1 ) =R*(S-1. DO)
SHAPE ( 3, 2 ) =S* ( 4. DO*R-T-2. DO*R*R-R )
SHAPE ( 3° 3 ) =S* ( -4. DO*R-T-2. DO*R-R+4. DO*T+5. DO*R-3. DO )
















5) =R*( 1. DO-S)
6 )=S* (4. DO*R-T+2. DO*R-R-3. DO*R )
7 )=S* (2. DO*R-R-4. DO*R-T+4. DO*T-R-1. DO )
8)=(I. DO-R)*(1. DO-S)
?)=4. DO*R* (R-1. DO)*S
10 )--R-S*(4. DO-8. DO*T)
11 )=( 1. DO-R)*S*(4. DO-8. DO*T)
12 )=4. DO_R* (1. DO-R )*S
RETURN
END
%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% % %%% %%%% %%%% %%_.%%%%% %%_.% %%%% _.%%%%%%% %%%% %%
SUBROUTINE ELEM20(R, S, T, SHAPE)







1, 1 ) =( 1-S)*(l-T) * (4*R-2*S-2*T-I)
1, 2) =S*(l-T) * (4*R+2*S-2*T-3)
1, 3 ) =S* ( 1-T ) * (4*R-2*S+2*T-1)
1, 4 ) =( 1-S)*(l-T) * (4*R+2*S+2*T-3)
1, 5 ) = ( 1-S )*T* (4*R-2*S+2*T-3)
SHAPE (1, & )=S-T* (4*R+I:'*S+2*T-5)
SHAPE (1,7 )=S-T* (4*R-2*S-2*T+I)
SHAPE(1,8) = (1-S)*T* (4*R+2*S-2*T-1)
SHAPE(1,9) =4-S* (1-S)* (1-I")
SHAPE (1, 10 )= (4-8-R )*S* (1-T )
SHAPE( I, 11 )=4-S*(S-1)*(1-T)




SHAPE( 1, 16)=(4-8-R )*( 1-S)*T
SHAPE (1, 17 )= (1-S )*4*T* (1-T )
SHAPE( 1, 18)=S_4-T* (I-T)






















1 )=Re (I-T )* (-2*R+4*S+2*T-1)
2 )=R* (1-T )* (2*R+4*S-2*T-3)
3) =( I-R )*(l-T) * (-2*R+4*S-2*T-1)
4 )=( 1-R )*(l-T) * (2*R+4*S+2*T-3)
5 )=R-T* (-2*R+4*S-2*T+l)
6) =R-T* (2*R+4*S+2*T-5)
7 )= (1-R )*T* (-2"R+4 *S+2-T-3 )
8 )= (1-R )*T* (2-R+4-S-2-T-1 )
9) =R*(4-8"S)*(l-T)
10 ) =4*R* ( 1 -R)* ( 1-T )
11 ) =( I-R)* (4-8-S)* (l-T)
12)=4*R*(R-1)* (l-T)





18 )=R_4*T* (1-T )
19)=( I-R)*4*T* (I-T )






































1 ) =R*(1-S) * (-2*R+2*S+4*T-I)
2 ) =R-S* (-2*R-2*S+4*T+ 1 )
3) =( 1-R )*S* (2*R-2*S+4*T-1)
4 ) = ( 1 -R ) * ( 1-43 ) * (2*R+2*S+4*T-3)
5 ) =R* ( 1-S ) * (2*R-2*S+4*T-3)
6 ) =R-S* (2*R+2*S+4*T-5)
7 ) = ( I-R ) *S* (-2*R+2*S+4*T-3)
8 ) = ( 1 -R ) * ( 1-S ) * ( -2*R-2*S+4*T- 1 )
9 ) =R*4*S* ( S-1 )
10 )--4*R*(R-1)*S
11 ) =(R-1)-4-S* (1-S)
12)=4*R*(R-I)* (1-S)
13 )=R*4*S* (1-S )
14 )=4*R* (I-R)*S
15 )=(l-R) -4-S* (I-S )
16 ) =4*R* (l-R) * ( 1-S )
17 )=R* ( 1-S )*(4-8-T )
18 )=R'S* (4-B*T)
19 )=( 1-R)*S* (4-8-T)
20)=(1-R)* (1-S)*(4-8-T)
%% %%% % %%% %%%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%?.%%%%% %%_.%%%%% ?.%%%%%%% %%%% %%%%
SUBROUTINE SHAPO8(R, S, T, NCO_C, SHAP, N1, N3, N4, IdK)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION NCONEC(N4, N3+I),SHAP(N1)
SHAP (NCONEC (IJK, 2 ) )--R* (1-S )*( I-T
SHAP <NCONEC (IJK, 3 ) )=R'S* (1-T)
SHAP(NCONEC(IJK, 4) )=(1-R)*S*(1-T)
SHAP(NCONEC (IJK, 5) )=(I-R)* (1-S)*(I-T)
SHAP(NC]NEC(IJK, 6) )--R*(I-S)*T
SHAP (NCONEC (Id½, 7) )=R*S*T
SHAP (NCONEC (IJK, 8) )=(1-R)*S*T
SHAP(NCONEC (IJK, 9) )=(l-R)* (1-S)*T
RETURN
END
%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%?.%%%%% _.%%% %%%% %%%
SUBROUT INE SHAP 12 ( R, S, T, NCONEC, SNAP, N1, N3, N4, I JK)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIHENSION NCONEC(N4, N3+I),SHAP(N1)
SHAP (NCONEC (IJK, 2) )=R* (1-S)*(l-T)
SHAP (NCONEC (IJK, 3) )=S* (2*R*T*T-2*R*R*T+2*R*R-R*T-R)
SHAP (NCONEC (IdK, 4 ) )=S* (-2*R*T*T-2*R*R*T+2*R*R+2*T*T+5*R.T
> -3*T-3*R+1 )
SHAP(NCONEC (IdK, 5) )=( l-R)* (I-S)*(I-T)
SHAP(NCONEC (IJK, b) )=R* (I-S)*T









SHAP ( NCONEC ( IJK, B) )---5t (2*R*ReT-2*R*T_T+2*T*T-R* T-T )
SHAP (NCONEC ( IJK, 9) )=( I-R)* ( 1-S)*T
SHAP (NCONEC (IJK, 10) )=4tR*( 1-R)*S*(l-T)
SHAP ( NCONEC ( I JK, 11 ) )=R *S*4iTi ( t-T )
SHAP ( NCONEC ( IJKo 12 ) )= ( I-R ) *S*4*Ti (l-T)
SHAP ( NCONEC ( IJK, 13 ) )=4*Re ( 1-R ) *S*T
RETURN
END
%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%%% %%X% %%X% %%%% %%X% %%%% _i%%%X%%% %%%%X%
SUBROUTINE SHAP20( R, S, T, NCONEC, SHAP° N1 , N3, N4, IJK)
IMPLICIT REAL*8 (A-H,O-Z)
DIMENSION NCONEC(N4, N3+1), SHAP (N1)
SHAP ( NCONEC ( IJK,
SHAP (NCONEC ( IdK,
SHAP (NCONEC ( I JR,




SHAP (NCONEC ( I
SHAP (NCONEC ( I
SHAP (NCONEC ( I










2) )=R* ( 1-S )*( l-T)* (2*R-2*S-2*T-1)
3 ) ) =R* S* ( 1 -T) * ( 2*R +2-S-2-T-3 )
4) )=( 1-R)*S*( l-T)* (-2-R+2-S-2- T-1 )
JK° 5) )=( l-R)* ( 1-S)*( l-T)* (1-2*R-2*S-2*T)
JK, 6 ) ) =R* ( 1-S ) *T* (2*R-2*S+2*T-3)
JK, 7 ) ) =R*S*T* ( 2*R +2-S+2_T-5 )
JRo 8 ) ) = ( 1 -R ) _S*T* ( -2*R+2*S+2*T-3 )
JK° 9) ) = ( 1 -R)* ( 1-S ) *T* (-2"R-2"S+2" T-I )
JR, 10) )=R*4*S*(1-S)*(l-T)
JK, 11 ) )=4*R*( I--R)*S*(l-T)
JK, 12) )=( 1-R)-4-S*(1-S)*(l-T)
JK, 13) )=4*R*( I-R)*( 1-S)*(l-T)
JK, 14) )=R*4*S*(1-S)*T
JK, 15) )=4*R*( 1-R)*S*T
16 ))=( 1-R )-4-S* (1-S)*T


















DO 10 d=l, 3
CH(I.J)=O. DO
DO 10 K=l, 3


























SUBROUTINE TRANS( I, N1, N'J, N4, COOR, NCONEC, TRAN)
IMPLIC IT REAL*B(A-H, O-Z)
DI MENS ION COOR (N1, 3), NCONEC (N4, N3+1 )o TRAN(3, 3)
XO=COOR (NCONEC ( I, 5 ), 1 )
YO=COOR (NCONEC ( I, 5), 2)
ZO=COOR (NCONEC ( I, 5), 3)
X1 =COOR (NC ONEC
Y1 =COOR (NC ONEC




X2=COOR (NCONEC ( I_
Y2=COOR (NCONEC ( I,
Z2=COOR (NCONEC ( I,
4), 1)-XO
4 ), 2 ) -YO
4), 3)-ZO
X3=COOR (NC ONEC ( I.
Y3=COOR (NCONEC ( I,




A1 =DSGRT( X I*X I+YI*YI+Z I*Z 1 )
A2=DSQRT ( X2"='X2+Y2*Y2+Z 2-Z2 )
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